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 Rhetts Bluffs is a community resource that provides numerous amenities ranging 
from boat launch and dock to meeting space with outdoor fireplace.  It also has been a 
space where devoted residents have created valuable habitats.  Kiawah Island Community 
Association proposes to enhance and reconfigure the human and wildlife resources to 
provide better habitat for both.    
 
THE ECOLOGY OF NATURAL HABITATS AROUND THE RHETTS BLUFF 
 
 Rhetts Bluff, as positioned on the landward side of a barrier island, would 
naturally have been forested maritime habitat.  The forest cover was removed years ago 
and since then the ground plane vegetation has received both preservation and 
enhancement.  Preserved are several valuable plant resources typical of this marsh edge 
habitat.  The first are several eastern red cedars just above the high water mark.  These 
are typical for this zone and valued by wildlife.  The most conspicuous wildlife being the 
cedar waxwing that gorges on cedar berries during their spring migration.  This song bird 
species is unique because of the wax-like secretions at the tips of several wing feathers.  
The general open, grassy nature of Rhetts Bluff also is valuable habitat for one of the 
most charismatic bird species:  the painted bunting.  They prefer open, grassy areas at the 
ecotone with salt marsh, much like what is present at Rhetts Bluff.  Presently, groupings 
of yaupon holly, groundsel bush, wax myrtle, sea oxeye daisy, and bushy bluestem 
provide valuable habitat for this and other song bird species.  While more of this habitat 
across the state is preferable it is important to retain this habitat composition at Rhetts 
Bluff.   
  
MINIMIZING IMPACTS TO NATURAL HABITATS AROUND THE RHETTS BLUFF 
 
 Rhetts Bluff has evolved over the last several decades as a managed landscape.  
Many of the herbaceous and tree plantings are reminders of these valuable habitat 
creation and management efforts.  Construction at Rhetts Bluff will impact some of these 
recent plantings and other natural vegetation.  Efforts to minimize impacts will include 
reconfiguration of existing plant material and diversification of species.  Many of the oak 
and sweetgrass plantings are small enough that they can easily be relocated on site.  In 
fact, large groupings of sweetgrass will provide valuable cover for wildlife.   
 
 Several non-native plant species are found on site and post-construction efforts 
can minimize these plant species.  Bahiagrass currently covers a small portion of the site.  
This is a sod-forming, non-native grass species.  It is doesn’t provide valuable wildlife 
habitat in this context and replacement with native herbaceous species would be a 
valuable way to minimize impacts to the site.  Additionally, any new, open areas should 
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not be colonized with bahiagrass.  The work at Rhetts Bluff will also present an 
opportunity to continue control of Chinese tallow on site.  This species is an invasive 
plant species and has recently been controlled on site.  After construction and 
reconfiguration of the landscape, detection and control of newly sprouted Chinese tallow 
should be of utmost concern. 
 
THE ENHANCEMENT OF NATURAL HABITATS AROUND THE RHETTS BLUFF 
  
 Habitat enhancement at Rhetts Bluff will focus on diversification of the suite of 
plant species and vegetative structure on site.  Selected species will create woody zones 
with shrub and tree species and open, herbaceous habitats.  The juxtaposition of woody 
and open habitats along the edge of the salt marsh will be valuable avian habitat.  As an 
example, American and yaupon holly are natives typical of this area and can be used as a 
shrub and tree for the landscape.  Their berries are valuable for songbirds and visually 
interesting through winter.  Both of these holly species are found on site and additional 
plantings would be appropriate after construction.  Similarly, bushy bluestem is found 
along the marsh edge and provides valuable wildlife cover habitat.  It is more common 
now to find this in the horticultural trade and groupings of this species would enhance the 
Rhetts Bluff site.   
 
 There are other plant species appropriate for Rhetts Bluff but not abundant on the 
site.  American beautyberry is a common, native shrub producing numerous clumps of 
purple berries valued by song bird species.  This species is increasing in the horticultural 
trade and would be a valuable addition to the landscape.  Red buckeye is a similar species 
in that is a native and provides value for wildlife.  This species blooms in early spring and 
is an important nectar source for eastern tiger swallowtail butterflies and migrating ruby 
throated hummingbirds.  Beyond its importance as a nectar source, white-tailed deer do 
not browse red buckeye extensively so it is a valuable wildlife planting for this reason 
too.  Other interesting wood species appropriate for the site are Hercules club (with its 
spike like projections) and wild olive.  Rhetts Bluff can serve as a community resource 
that adds value to residents and wildlife.  The preservation of certain habitat features 
during and enhancement after construction will result in a diverse habitat assemblage. 
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